
Characters D6 / Freedi Pamular (Alien Fisherman)

Name: Freedi Pamular

Homeworld: Narkina 5

Species: Alien

Gender: Male

Hair color: Black

Eye color: Black

Skin color: Beige

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D

        Blaster: 4D

        Brawling Parry: 5D

        Dodge: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 2D+2

        Bargain: 4D

        Persuasion: 4D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+1

        Business: 3D+1

        Streetwise: 4D

        Survival: 5D

STRENGTH: 4D

        Brawling: 5D

        Lifting: 4D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Fishing: 5D

        Space Transports: 4D

TECHNICAL: 3D

        Fishing Preparation: 4D+2

        First Aid: 3D+2

        Space Transport Repair: 4D+2

Cybernetics

        Extendable blade: Str+1D damage when used in combat.

        Metal skull plate:  +1D to Strength to resist damage.

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS 100

                 Crude Clothing, Fishing Equipment



FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS - 1

DARK SIDE POINTS - 0

CHARACTER POINTS - 2

Description: Freedi Pamular was a male alien from the moon Narkina 5 who worked as a fisher with his

brother Dewi Pamular. In 5 BBY, the pair were fishing by a quarry lake when they captured the fugitives

Cassian Andor and Ruescott Melshi, who had been trying to steal the brothers' quadjumper.

Dewi and Freedi discussed turning the prisoners over to the Galactic Empire but decided to help them

escape instead, for the Empire's prisons had poisoned the waters and killed the fish that the fishers

usually caught. The brothers agreed to take Andor and Melshi to the world Niamos and flew them there in

the quadjumper.

Biography

An eventful fishing trip

Freedi Pamular was a fisher from the moon Narkina 5, where he spent his days on fishing expeditions

with his Keredian brother, Dewi Pamular. The pair caught edible fish in the moon's quarry pools, but their

quarry began to die out after the water was poisoned by prisons that the Galactic Empire had constructed

on Narkina 5. In 5 BBY, the brothers traveled in a quadjumper to a lake in one of the quarries and set up

on the edge of the water with their equipment and fishing nets.

While the pair talked and tended to their equipment, they were being watched by two human fugitives,

Cassian Andor and Ruescott Melshi, who had escaped from one of the Imperial facilities. Hoping to flee

Narkina 5, the former prisoners then rushed past the brothers toward the parked quadjumper in an

attempt to steal it, but they were thrown to the floor when they triggered a sensor that caused sticky

netting to be launched over them. Having simply watched the humans being captured, the brothers

chuckled and then made their way over to the constricted men, who were reeled in toward them.

No friends of the Empire

Dewi pointed out that the Empire offered a reward of a thousand credits for each prisoner returned to

them and bemoaned the fact that the prisons had been spoiling the water, with Freedi regularly agreeing

as his brother spoke. Claiming that they meant the brothers no harm, Melshi and Andor then pointed out

that it was the Empire who had killed the fish, not them. Freedi then stated that the Empire would give the

reward for the prisoners either dead or alive, causing Dewi to chuckle as Freedi extended a blade from

his arm.

The prisoners began to plead with the brothers, but Dewi announced that the Empire would not be killing

them today, so Freedi used his blade to deactivate the sensor, which released the humans from the

netting. After Dewi suggested they leave quickly, Andor asked that they be taken to the world Niamos.

The brothers agreed to fly them there, with the four taking off in the quadjumper and successfully

escaping the moon before going their separate ways once they reached their destination.

Personality and traits



Freedi was a hulking beige-skinned alien male with beefy limbs, black eyes, and black hair. He was the

less chatty of the two brothers, who were not related by blood, and spoke Narkinian with Dewi. Freedi

shared his brother's dislike of the Empire as its prisons had caused the fish to die.

Equipment

Freedi had heavy implements capping his limbs, with his right hand being replaced by an extendable

blade. These gave him the appearance of a formidable fighter, but in actual fact the blades were mostly

used for chopping up the fish he and his brother caught. The alien had a metal skull plate on the top of

his head and wore a brown shawl, beige leggings, a gray belt, a necklace, and black-and-gray sandals.

On their fishing trip, Freedi and his brother used various fishing equipment, a quadjumper, and a sensor

that could launch retractable, sticky, organic-looking netting. 
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